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3. Attosecond science and quantum coherence

Period of <r(t)> in a 1s – 2p 
superposition of the 

H atom  is  ~400 as 

Electron Motion

Attosecond Science = study and ultimately control of 
attosecond time-scale electron dynamics in matter.

In most matter electrons are in close proximity to one another and couple to 
nuclear degrees of freedom. Both electronic correlation and fast electron-nuclear 
coupling play a vital role  in the electron dynamics 



3. Ultrafast electronic and structural dynamics

• Attosecond electronic coherence in 
photoexcitation (e.g. charge migration, 
coherence/decoherence, correlation)

• Few-femtosecond electron – nuclear coupling 
beyond Born-Oppenheimer in photochemistry,         
(e.g. evolution at conical intersections, formation 
and decay of vibronic coherences, chemical 
quantum control)

• Few-femtosecond exciton dynamics in 
photovoltaics (e.g. formation, recombination, 
delocalisation, charge separation) 

• Other ultrafast processes where ultrafast X-ray 
probing will have impact:

- Charge transport and energy transfer
- Formation and decay of polarons, phonons   

etc.
- Radiation damage in materials/ biomolecules 
- Catalysis and photocatalysis
- Ultra-high speed electronics
- Ultra-fast chiral dynamics



Electronic 
coherence



3. Using short pulses from an X-ray FEL to 
resolve few-femtosecond dynamics

Several options are currently used for few-fs resolved all X-ray pump – probe e.g.

• X-ray split and delay

• Two-pulse generation at single frequency

• Two-pulse / two-colour generation (“fresh slice” mode)

• Current temporal resolution to < 1 fs

• Example from LCLS, similar modes operating at FLASH, FERMI, Eu XFEL etc.

Ding et al PRL, 102 254801 (2009)
Ding et al PRL, 109, 258802 (2012)
Marinelli et al, Nat.Comm., 6, 6369 (2015)
Lutmann et al, Nat.Phot. 10, 745 (2016)
Huang et al, PRL, 119, 154801 (2017)

Or laser pump – X-ray probe measurements:
• Few-cycle laser pulses Vis-IR-MIR give < 10 fs pulses (maybe can be extended 

into UV/DUV)
• “Time-tools” including attoclock streaking based can in principle register laser-

X-ray synchronisation to sub-fs accuracy
• Current temporal resolution > 10 fs



3. Fresh slice mode at LCLS

“Fresh slice mode” was used to generate ~ 6 fs pump and probe pulses at the required photon 
energies with delay variable from -10 to +25 fs  



3. X-ray pump-probe experiments of charge migration with  XFELs

Charge Migration
Sudden electron removal can form a localised hole state 
that is a coherent superposition of the electronic 
eigenstates of the molecular ion and so undergoes rapid 
evolution.  This results in large amplitude charge 
oscillation  across the molecule on an attosecond
timescale.

Important to photochemistry and biological radiation 
damage, as well as to the fundamentals of time-
dependent behaviour of many electron systems. 

How long does electronic coherence survive?
How does electronic coherence evolve into longer lived 
vibronic coherence?
How does this impact chemical reactions?
Can we control it? 

Charge (hole) migration in the peptide 
Trp-Ala-Ala-Ala (Remacle & Levine 
Z.Phys.Chem. 221, 647 (2007) )

F. Calegari et al, Science 346, 336 (2014)
P. Kraus et al, Science, 350, 790 (2015)

Note: Coherence time ~ 1.1 fs of Sunlight 
equivalent to a large coherent bandwidth of ~ 
0.5 eV (Ricketti et al, Sci.Rep 12, 5438 (2021))



Courtesy 
of Marco 
Ruberti

Highly excited states of molecular cations: Outer and 
inner valence hole state superpositions

O.Alexander et al, “Attosecond electron 
dynamics in molecular systems” 
doi.org/10.1016/bs.aamop.2023.05.001



Attosecond dynamics intrinsically involve electron-nuclear coupling:
Damping of electronic coherence in charge migration

Initial quantum nuclear zero 
point state geometry spread  
- couples to a significant 
dispersion in electronic 
timescales
and  consequently dephasing

Vacher et al PRA 92, 040502(R) (2015)

Rapid nuclear motion initiated by 
excitation – can  change evolution 
of electronic amplitudes in a few fs  
Morgane Vacher, Mike Robb and Mike 
Bearpark see  J Chem Phys, 139, 044110 
(2013), Danilov et al, J. Chem. Phys. 156 
244114 (2022)

Superposition of
cation states

initial nuclear 
wavefunction

PRL 118, 083001
(2017)

Dephasing timescales and 
the strength of revivals 
vary between systems –
but typically most 
electronic coherence is 
lost in 10’s fs

Δ =  0.4  ± 0.1 eV

O.Alexander et al, “Attosecond electron 
dynamics in molecular systems” 
doi.org/10.1016/bs.aamop.2023.05.001



Measurement Strategy: Attosecond XUV pump - optical probe of 
phenylalinine monitoring ion fragment delay dependence



Measurement Strategy: HHG spectroscopy of iodoacetylene

HHG provides an attosecond probe of the response of a molecule to a strong field that
can access the first few-fs after ionisation through the chirped harmonic emission

S. Baker et al., Science 312, 424 (2006) O. Smirnova et al., Nature 460 (2009)
J.Marangos J.Phys.B (2016)                            J.Leeuwenburgh et al, PRL 111, 123002 (2013)
D.R.Austin et al, Scientific Reports 11, 2485, (2021) P.M.Kraus et al Science 350 , 790 

(2015)



Measurement strategy:     X-ray pump - X-ray probe

X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
(XAS) probe measurement –
resonant to O 1s to specific inner 
valence hole state (IVH) to monitor 
hole amplitude at given delay time

X-ray photoelectron emission 
spectroscopy (XPS) probe 
measurement (valence or core shell) 
– also sensitive to valence state 
evolution with delay core XPS

valence XPS

B.Cooper et al Faraday Discussion 171, 93 (2014)



• Strong field perturbs electronic 
coherence (> 2.7 V/nm & quasi-
resonant)

• Probes (mostly) outer valence 
wavepackets (e.g. SFI or XUV 
ionisation)

• No state or site specificity

• Temporal resolution/ranges limited 
(e.g. limited by field cycle time in HHG 
or pulse duration) 

• Use a “weak” X-ray probe

• X-ray tuning permits any hole state to 

be selectivity probed

• State and atomic site specificity in 
probe

• Pump-probe arbitrary delay & now 
reaches sub-fs resolution

Measurement Strategy: Need for state specific measurements with 
non-disruptive probing field



X-ray absorption spectroscopy: X-ray pump/X-ray probe of 
correlation driven hole dynamics in isopropanol at LCLS

AMO end-station LCLS: Two pulses generated using fresh-slice mode form pump and probe, with chicane 
controlled delay. Most data was taken with ~ 5 fs pulse durations over a -10 to +25 fs delay range. But a 
shorter data run with ~ 2.5 fs pulses was also taken.
120 Hz repetition rate, analyzer collection ~ 0.01 so signal limited

Transient hole 
states – but 
Auger decay 
energetically 
forbidden so 
can’t use 
streaking probes

B.Cooper et al 
Faraday Discussion 
171, 93 (2014)



Transient inner valence hole states in isopropanol
Tom Barillot, Oliver Alexander, Bridgette Cooper, Dougie Garratt, Taran Driver, Siqi Li, James Cryan, LR25 

collaboration

Hole survival calculated using ADC(2)x with 
fixed equilibrium nuclear geometry. Rapid decay 
and oscillations in 6a driven by frustrated Auger.

Hole survival calculated using ADC(2)x and 
averaged over ~500 geometries sampled around 
equilibrium to incorporate zero point spread

6A state undergoes rapid “breathing dynamics” 
via coupling of initially localised hole to 
extended states. Auger decay  is energetically 
forbidden – so “charge migration” via this 
breathing mode will occur with revivals (return 
to localised state) damped by nuclear zero-point 
spread.



Transient 6A hole state probed by X-ray spectroscopy

6A measured with 
shorter pulses, 
exponential fit to 
data gives lifetime
1 +/- 2 fs.
Consistent with the 
ultrafast state 
decays driven by 
electron correlation 
calculated via ADC 
theory

Measurement of a highly transient hole (few-fs lifetime) with decay 
driven by fast oscillation inherent to superposition of states and the 
dephasing due to the zero-point geometry spread

T.Barillot et al, “Correlation Driven Transient Hole Dynamics Resolved in 
Space and Time in the Isopropanol Molecule”, PRX 11, 031048 (2021)

Spectral domain ghost imaging analysis DOI: 10.1039/D0FD00122H Faraday Discuss., 2021 

https://doi.org/10.1039/D0FD00122H
https://doi.org/10.1039/1364-5498/1991


X-ray absorption spectroscopy of amino acids: X-ray 
pump/X-ray probe of cation dynamics in glycine at FLASH

Pulse repetition rate ~ 4000 per second
Magnetic bottle provides high collection 
efficiency 



Coherent hole dynamics in glycine
Led by Tim Laarmann, DESY Collaboration at FLASH

Measurements at FLASH using X-ray 
split-and-delay with a short pulse for 
a single colour pump-probe 
measurement.  X-ray photoelectron 
spectra observable was measured 
with the pulses ~ 273 eV with a pulse 
duration < 5 fs delayed between 0 –
25 fs



Oscillatory electron dynamics in glycine 10a’ hole dynamics 
predicted from ADC(2) with a 19 fs period

ADC 2 calculations by 
Marco Ruberti



Transient x-ray absorption with 3 fs near transform limited pulses in glycine 
show initial electronic coherence coupling to vibronic coherence

Tim Laarmann (DESY), Marco Ruberti (Imperial) et al measurements @ FLASH

Schwickert et al, Science Advances, 1 Jun 2022
Vol 8, Issue 22 DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abn6848

Probing the hole following x-ray ionisation 
of glycine we observe both oscillatory 
charge migration and evidence of vibronic 
coupling. A near transform limited 3 fs 
pulse enabled the temporal and energy 
resolution needed for this measurement.

Impacts on:
• Understanding radiation damage in materials 

and biology
• Fundamentals of chemical dynamics
• Testing computational quantum chemistry
• Atmospheric- and Astro-chemistry
• Ultrafast quantum coherence and entanglement

https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abn6848


Coherent hole dynamics and other fragmentation channels in glycine
Led by Tim Laarmann, DESY Collaboration at FLASH

D.Schickert et al, Structural Dynamics (2022), DOI:10.1063/4.0000165



4. Isolated Attosecond X-ray pulses from XFELs
Led by Agostino Marinelli (SLAC)

J.Duris et al 
Nature 
Photonics 14, 
30 (2020)
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4. XFELs  high brightness attosecond X-ray sources

• Near-transform limited with 5-10 eV 
coherent bandwidth

• 8 - 9 orders of magnitude brighter 
than HHG sources in X-ray range.

• Unique source for non-linear (2 or 
more photon) x-ray interactions and 
ultrafast measurement: 

- x-ray pump-probe measurements
- x-ray photo/Auger electron streaking
- non-linear x-ray interactions (cf

impulsive Raman, PRL (2020))
- x-ray multi-dimensional spectroscopy



4. Core excited electronic wavepackets in NO – quantum 
interference in Auger-Meitner decay registered in time-domain

S.Li et al Science 375, 285 (2022) 



4. Non-linear X-ray interactions with attosecond pulses: 
Impulsive X-ray Raman 
collaboration led by James Cryan SLAC

First evidence of impulsive electronic X-ray Raman utilising > 5 
eV coherent bandwidth – excited electronic state population in 
NO detected using ions produced from a following (ns delayed) 
UV laser pulse, in good agreement with calculations (Antonio).
J.T.O’Neal et al, PRL, 125, 073203 (2020)



4. Impulsive X-ray stimulated Raman Scattering: A New Tool to 
Study Evolution of Localised Electronic Excitation in Neutral Matter

I.V. Schweigert and S. Mukamel, PRL 99, 163001 (2007)
J.D.Briggs et al, Energy transfer in metalloporphyrin heterodimers using 
stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy PNAS, 110, 11597 (2013)

para-ap ortho-ap



4. Upgraded end-stations are being built for high rep-rate 
attosecond capability at LCLS – operational late 2023

COLTRIMS – Momentum 
microscope for coincidence 
detection

Variable Kirkpatrick-Baez focus 
mirrors to achieve high intensity 

High resolution electron 
spectrometers, ion velocity mapping 
VMI, and coaxial electron VMI
+ single shot spectral monitor



4. Conclusions & Outlook
• X-ray FELS offer X-ray pump-probe capabilities with few-fs temporal 

resolution, and now sub-fs modes, to probe fundamental electronic 
and electron-nuclear coupling dynamics in molecules and clusters

• HHG sources and XFELs can be used for high quality time-resolved X-
ray spectroscopy applicable to condensed phase materials and gives 
new insights, e.g. in understanding early evolution of exciton 
dynamics in molecules and polymers

• Attosecond XFELs now reach an intensity to permit new 
measurement methodologies – attosecond pump probe, attosecond 
streaking, non-linear x-ray Raman



Thank you for your attention

Jon Marangos
j.marangos@imperial.ac.uk
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